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Using & Developing FlexNet Code Insight Plugins

This chapter provides information about developing a FlexNet Code Insight scan agent plugin to perform remote scanning on an Engineering server containing the specific codebase to scan. The following topics are covered in this chapter:

- Scan Agent Plugins
- Scan Agent Framework

Scan Agent Plugins

FlexNet Code Insight provides a Scan Agent Framework to help you create your own scan plugins to perform scanning on a remote codebase (one that is not on the Code Insight server) as part of the software development process. The scan plugin determines the appropriate codebase to be scanned within the context of an Engineering application (such as an IDE, source management, artifact repository, CI, build, testing, installation, or other application). It then invokes a scan and sends results back to FlexNet Code Insight for inventory review, management, and security alerting. The generated inventory items can be automatically reviewed based on license policies or manually reviewed by legal and security. Additionally, security vulnerability alerts are sent for any inventory items that have new security vulnerabilities. For information about security vulnerability alerts, see “Security Vulnerability Alerts” in the FlexNet Code Insight User guide.

FlexNet Code Insight offers a set of standard scan agent plugins that can be deployed immediately, as described in the next section. However, to author custom plugins, you need to use the Scan Agent Framework. You can create the custom plugin from scratch or use the generic scan agent plugin as a template, all of which is described in later sections in this chapter.

Standard Scan Plugins

FlexNet Code Insight provides the following standard scan agent plugins:

- **Jenkins**: Allows automated scanning of a Jenkins workspace as part of the build process.
- **Artifactory**: Allows automated scanning of Artifactory repositories to identify non-compliant artifacts.
- **Docker**: Allows automated scanning of Docker images on a Docker server.
- **Bamboo**: Allows automated scanning of a Bamboo workspace as part of the build process.
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Scan Agent Framework

- **Maven**: Allows automated scanning of Maven projects as part of the build process.
- **Gradle**: Allows automated scanning of Gradle projects as part of the build process.
- **Ant**: Allows automated scanning of Apache Ant as part of the build process.
- **Visual Studio**: Allows automated scanning of VSTS workspace as part of the build process.
- **TeamCity**: Allows automated scanning of TeamCity projects as part of the build process.
- **GitLab**: Allows automated scanning of GitLab projects as part of the build process.
- **Generic scan plugin**: Enables you to scan arbitrary file systems of your choice or to create your own scan plugin (as described in this guide). It also easily integrates with other Engineering systems to perform scans as part of a build process (as described in the “Scan Integration With Build Environments Through the Generic Scan Plugin” section in the FlexNet Code Insight Installation and Configuration Guide).

The output of each of these plugins is automatically uploaded to FlexNet Code Insight for inventory review, management, and security alerting. These functions can be performed via the FlexNet Code Insight user interface.

**Note** • Before attempting to run any of the plugins, ensure that you have installed and configured FlexNet Code Insight and the necessary plugin. The scan plugins require a minimum of 2GB of heap size to operate. See “Installing & Configuring FlexNet Code Insight Plugins” in the FlexNet Code Insight Installation and Configuration guide.

Prerequisites for the Generic Scan Agent Plugin

In addition to the prerequisites for the FlexNet Code Insight application itself, which must already have been properly installed, the generic scan agent plugin has a few other prerequisites:

- At least 2 GB of Java heap space allocated to the JVM under which the scan agent plugin will be executing
- 64-bit Java Runtime Environment JRE 8+
- FlexNet Code Insight Server 2017 R3 or later
- An inventory-only project is created in FlexNet Code Insight (see “Creating a Project” in the FlexNet Code Insight User Guide).

**Note** • Plugins may require a larger heap size, depending upon the scanning needs of your environment. For more information, see “Installing & Configuring FlexNet Code Insight Plugins” in the FlexNet Code Insight Installation and Configuration guide.

Scan Agent Framework

The Scan Agent framework provides the ability to scan codebases at various phases of the development process on remote engineering systems, in the appropriate context. The framework provides the backbone for the processing that the user-created scan agent plugins require.
The Scan Agent Framework is itself a set of Java APIs. The source code for a generic scan plugin is provided to demonstrate the API flow. By creating a plugin that takes advantage of the Scan Agent Framework, you can tailor FlexNet Code Insight’s powerful scanning capabilities to your computing environment and incorporate them into your business process flow.

Specifically, the framework provides the following features for the scan agent plugin:

- Tests the connection from your plugin to the FlexNet Code Insight server and provides error handling with error messages. These messages include the FlexNet Code Insight version, any invalid URLs passed, invalid user access tokens, and invalid project names.
- Passes environmental and system properties.
- Downloads and installs a remote scanner on the engineering system where the scan agent plugin is executed.
- Invokes the scan called for in the plugin, and sends the scan results back to FlexNet Code Insight.
- Processes and displays logging content to a system console in the scan agent plugin environment.
- Generates a verbose scanner log for further information and debugging of failed scans.

### Available Classes and Methods

The Scan Agent Framework provides the following classes and methods that can be used to build a scan plugin:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Settings/Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ExecutionContext     | Stores all the information needed for a scan to run and publish results to FlexNet Code Insight server. This class should only be initialized by calling ExecutionContext.getInstance(...) method. | **ExecutionContext getInstance(Properties props, PrintStream logger):** Initializes ExecutionContext for the current scan  
**Parameters:**  
props: properties required to scan and publish results  
logger: output stream where all the useful logging will be sent; if logger is null, all logging will be redirected to console output. For more information about parameters for this class, see Property Settings. |
### Property Settings

The following table lists property settings that you can update:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Required/Optional?</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>codeinsight.server</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Code Insight server URI (for example, http(s)://your.codeinsight.server:port/).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codeinsight.auth.token</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Authorized user token generated from the FlexNet Code Insight server web UI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codeinsight.project.name</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>The FlexNet Code Insight project name where all the findings will be published.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plugin.root.path</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Local root path that can be replaced with path prefix.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contents of the Generic Scan Agent Plugin and SDK

The FlexNet Code Insight generic scan agent SDK includes the following files:

- `/readme.txt`: Instructions on how to use the SDK.
- `/lib`: All dependent jar files to run the plugin. (This directory is located in both the `/generic-plugin-binary` and the `/generic-plugin-source` folders)
- `/generic-plugin-binary`: Example binary to execute the plugin.
- `/generic-plugin-source`: Example code used to build the plugin.
- `/generic-plugin-source/pom.xml+assembly.xml`: Maven build files to compile and build the plugin.

Running the Generic Plugin

To run the generic scan agent plugin, do the following:

1. Extract the contents of the `CodeInsight2018Plugins.zip` file. This file is available from the Customer Community page of the Flexera website: https://flexeracommunity.force.com/customer/
2. Locate the `code-insight-agent-sdk-generic/example` folder and copy it to your hard drive.
3. Run the following from a command line as a Java application:

   ```java
   java -Dflx.agent.logLevel=info -jar codeinsight-generic-VERSION.jar -server "<HOST>:<PORT>" -token "Bearer <JWT_TOKEN>" -proj "<Codeinsight Project Name>" -root "</path/to/the/codebase>" -scandirs "</path/to/the/codebase/PROJECT>"
   ```

   Alternatively, you can set options, and run the application using `run_scan.bat` or `run_scan.sh`.

Writing a Custom Scan Agent Plugin

To write a custom scan agent plugin, perform the following tasks:

- Review the example generic scan agent plugin for the code structure and build configuration.

Table 2-2 • Property Settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Required/Optional?</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plugin.project.name</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Name of the plugin (for example, &quot;Codeinsight Jenkins plugin&quot;).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plugin.project.description</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Plugin’s instance name/build number or tag can be sent to the Code Insight server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plugin.path.prefix</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Prefix to be added to file paths for display to the user. For example, it could be the URL to a Jenkins workspace.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Identify the Engineering system with which you will be integrating the FlexNet Scan Agent. For example, it could be the Jenkins Continuous Integration server. This Engineering system will be referred to as the Integration Server.

- Using the APIs provided by the integration server, write code to pull in all the codebase files that you want to scan into a single folder. This will be the folder path that you will be passing to the plugin.

- Use the scan agent framework APIs to connect to the FlexNet Code Insight server and scan the folder that contains the desired code base files.

**Note** • The plugin will typically execute on the same computer system as the Integration Server.

### Deploying a Custom Scan Agent Plugin

To deploy a custom Scan Agent plugin, do the following:

- Ensure you follow the system pre-requisites for the plugins. See Prerequisites for the Generic Scan Agent Plugin.

- Deploy the plugin on the appropriate Integration Server.

- Install and configure the FlexNet Code Insight server.

- Invoke the remote scans on the integration servers, and review the results in the FlexNet Code Insight UI.